
 

Is it green, or forever toxic? Nuclear rift at
climate talks

November 4 2021, by Angela Charlton

  
 

  

A worker sprays a layer of cement protection in a tunnel for radioactive waste in
an underground laboratory run by Andra, an agency that manages the waste, in
Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a central
sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the
climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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Deep in a French forest of oaks, birches and pines, a steady stream of
trucks carries a silent reminder of nuclear energy's often invisible cost:
canisters of radioactive waste, heading into storage for the next 300
years. 

As negotiators plot out how to fuel the world while also reducing carbon
emissions at climate talks in Scotland, nuclear power is a central sticking
point. Critics decry its mammoth price tag, the disproportionate damage
caused by nuclear accidents, and radioactive leftovers that remain deadly
for thousands of years.

But increasingly vocal and powerful proponents—some climate scientists
and environmental experts among them—argue that nuclear power is the
world's best hope of keeping climate change under control, noting that it
emits so few planet-damaging emissions and is safer on average than
nearly any other energy source. Nuclear accidents are scary but
exceedingly rare—while pollution from coal and other fossil fuels causes
death and illness every day, scientists say.

"The scale of what human civilization is trying to do over the next 30
years (to fight climate change) is staggering," said Matt Bowen, of
Columbia University's Center for Global Energy Policy. "It will be much
more daunting if we exclude new nuclear plants—or even more daunting
if we decide to shut down nuclear plants all together."
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Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson, shows a map of an
underground laboratory run by French radioactive waste management agency
Andra, in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a
central sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at
the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori

Many governments are pushing to enshrine nuclear energy in climate
plans being hashed out at the conference in Glasgow, known as COP26.
The European Union, meanwhile, is debating whether to label nuclear
energy as officially "green"—a decision that will steer billions of euros
of investment for years to come. That has implications worldwide, as the
EU policy could set a standard that other economies follow.

But what about all that waste? Reactors worldwide produce thousands of
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tons of highly radioactive detritus per year, on top of what has already
been left by decades of harnessing the atom to electrify homes and
factories around the world.

Germany is leading the pack of countries, mainly within the EU,
standing firmly against labeling nuclear as "green." Meanwhile, the
Biden administration supports nuclear power, China has a dozen reactors
under construction—and even Japan is promoting nuclear energy again,
10 years after the disaster at its Fukushima power plant.

  
 

  

A display of compressed radioactive waste sits in a showroom next to an
underground laboratory run by French radioactive waste management agency
Andra, in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a
central sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at
the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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But nowhere in the world is as reliant on nuclear reactors as France,
which is at the forefront of the pro-nuclear push at the European and
global level. And it's among leading players in the nuclear waste
industry, recycling or reprocessing material from around the world.

South of the World War I battlefields of Verdun, trucks bearing
radioactivity warning stickers pull into a waste storage site near the
village of Soulaines-Dhuys. They're repeatedly checked, wiped and
scanned for leaks. Their cargo—compacted waste stuffed into concrete
or steel cylinders—is stacked by robotic cranes in warehouses that are
then filled with gravel and sealed with more concrete.

The agency that manages the waste, Andra, knows its scares people. "I
cannot fight against people's fears. Our role is to guarantee the safety of
people and the environment and the workers on the site," said
spokesperson Thierry Pochot.
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Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson, shows a project for radioactive
waste run by French radioactive waste management agency Andra, in Bure,
eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a central sticking
point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the climate talks
in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori

The storage units hold 90% of France's low- to medium-activity
radioactive waste, including tools, clothing and other material linked to
reactor operation and maintenance. The site is designed to last at least
300 years after the last shipment arrives, when the radioactivity of its
contents is forecast to be no higher than levels found in nature.

For longer-life waste—mainly used nuclear fuel, which remains
potentially deadly for tens of thousands of years—France is laying the
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groundwork for a permanent, deep-earth repository beneath corn and
wheat fields outside the nearby stone-house hamlet of Bure.

Some 500 meters (yards) below the surface, workers carry out tests on
the clay and granite, carve tunnels and seek to prove that the long-term
storage plan is the safest solution for future generations. Similar sites are
under development or study in other countries, too.

  
 

  

A group of activists clash with riot police officers early Wednesday, Nov. 23,
2011, in Lieusaint, Normandy, France, as they try to block the train tracks in an
effort to stop a train loaded with nuclear waste and heading to Gorleben in
Germany. Nuclear power is a central sticking point as negotiators plot out the
world's future energy strategy at the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Critics
decry its mammoth price tag, the disproportionate damage caused by nuclear
accidents and radioactive waste. But a growing pro-nuclear camp argues that it's
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safer on average than nearly any other energy source. Credit: AP Photo/David
Vincent, File

If the repository wins French regulatory approval, it would hold some
85,000 metric tons (94,000 tons) of the most radioactive waste produced
"from the beginning of the nuclear era until the end of existing nuclear
facilities," said Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson for the
underground lab.

"We can't leave this waste in storage sites on the surface," where it is
now, she said. "That is secure, but not sustainable."

The 25 billion euro ($29 billion) cost of the proposed repository is
already built into budgeting by French utilities, Guillemenet said. But
that's just one piece of the staggering cost of building and operating
nuclear plants, and one of the reasons that opposition abounds.

All around Bure, street signs are replaced with graffiti reading "Nuclear
is Over," and activists camp out at the town's main intersection.
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Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson, walks in a tunnel for
radioactive waste next to the emergency safety room in an underground
laboratory run by French radioactive waste management agency Andra, in Bure,
eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a central sticking
point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the climate talks
in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori

Greenpeace accuses the French nuclear industry of fobbing off waste on
other countries and covering up problems at nuclear facilities, which
industry officials deny. Activists staged a protest last week in the port of
Dunkirk, as reprocessed uranium was being loaded onto a ship for St.
Petersburg, demanding an end to nuclear energy and more research into
solutions for existing waste.
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"Nuclear waste ... needs to be dealt with," Bowen said. But "with fossil
fuels, the waste is pumped into our atmosphere, which is threatening us
from the risks of climate change and public health impacts from air
pollution."

Some prominent scientists now embrace nuclear. They argue that over
the past half-century, nuclear power stations have avoided the emission
of an estimated 60 billion tons of carbon dioxide by providing energy
that otherwise would have come from fossil fuels.

  
 

  

Greenpeace activists hold placards during the presentation of EDF group's 2016
results in Paris, Feb. 14, 2017. Greenpeace accuses the French nuclear industry
of fobbing off waste on other countries and covering up problems at nuclear
facilities, which industry officials deny. Credit: AP Photo/Thibault Camus, File
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U.S. climate envoy John Kerry says he's changed his early career
opposition to nuclear because of the greater necessity to cut emissions.

"People are beginning to understand the consequences of not going
nuclear," said Kerry Emanuel, professor of atmospheric science at MIT.
Amid a "growing awareness of the rise of climate risks around the world,
people are beginning to say, 'that's a bit more frightening than nuclear
power plants.'"

Some activists want to end nuclear energy today, and others want to
phase it out soon. But Emanuel noted examples of countries or states that
shut nuclear plants before renewables were ready to take up the
slack—and had to return to coal or other planet-choking energy sources.

The current energy crunch is giving nuclear advocates another argument.
With oil and gas costs driving an energy price crisis across Europe and
beyond, French President Emmanuel Macron has trumpeted "European
renewables and, of course, European nuclear."
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Greenpeace activists unfold a banner reading "50 percent of nuclear energy by
2025" on the Seine River in front of the National Assembly in Paris, Monday,
March 9, 2015. Greenpeace accuses the French nuclear industry of fobbing off
waste on other countries and covering up problems at nuclear facilities, which
industry officials deny. Credit: AP Photo/Remy de la Mauviniere, File
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A road sign is painted with "Nuclear Is Over" next to an underground laboratory
in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a central
sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the
climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson, shows a tunnel project map for
radioactive waste in an underground laboratory run by French radioactive waste
management agency Andra, in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021.
Nuclear power is a central sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future
energy strategy at the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP
Photo/Francois Mori
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Measuring equipment and seismic detectors are placed in a tunnel for radioactive
waste in an underground laboratory run by French radioactive waste management
agency Andra, in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power
is a central sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy
strategy at the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois
Mori
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Emilie Grandidier, spokesperson for French radioactive waste management
agency Andra, left, and Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson, stand
in the elevator in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power
is a central sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy
strategy at the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois
Mori
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A road sign is painted with a mask with nuclear logos next to an underground
laboratory run by French radioactive waste management agency Andra, in Bure,
eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a central sticking
point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the climate talks
in Glasgow, Scotland. France is laying the groundwork for a permanent, deep-
earth repository beneath corn and wheat fields outside the nearby stone-house
hamlet of Bure. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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A technician stands next to a radioactive waste storage zone along a concrete-
sealed warehouse in the Aube region of eastern France in Soulaines-Dhuys,
Friday, Oct. 29, 2021. The site holds low- to mid-level radioactive waste from
French nuclear plants as well as research and medical facilities, and its concrete-
sealed warehouses are designed to store the waste for at least 300 years. Credit:
AP Photo/Francois Mori
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Thierry Pochot, spokesperson for radioactive waste storage sites in the Aube
region of eastern France managed by French radioactive waste management
agency Andra, walks in a concrete-sealed warehouse in Soulaines-Dhuys, Friday,
Oct. 29, 2021. The site holds low- to mid-level radioactive waste from French
nuclear plants as well as research and medical facilities, and its concrete-sealed
warehouses are designed to store the waste for at least 300 years. Credit: AP
Photo/Francois Mori
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A technician pilots robots for radioactive waste storage in a concrete-sealed
warehouse in the Aube region of eastern France in Soulaines-Dhuys, Friday, Oct.
29, 2021. The site holds low- to mid-level radioactive waste from French nuclear
plants as well as research and medical facilities, and its concrete-sealed
warehouses are designed to store the waste for at least 300 years. Credit: AP
Photo/Francois Mori
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Audrey Guillemenet, geologist and spokesperson, shows a tunnel for radioactive
waste in an underground laboratory run by French radioactive waste management
agency Andra, in Bure, eastern France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power
is a central sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy
strategy at the climate talks in Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois
Mori
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Technicians work in a tunnel for radioactive waste in an underground laboratory
run by French radioactive waste management agency Andra, in Bure, eastern
France, Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. Nuclear power is a central sticking point as
negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the climate talks in
Glasgow, Scotland. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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A technician works inside a truck with radioactive waste in the Aube region of
eastern France, in Soulaines-Dhuys, Friday, Oct. 29, 2021. Deep in a French
forest of oaks, birches and pines, a steady stream of trucks carries a silent
reminder of nuclear energy's often invisible cost: canisters of radioactive waste,
heading into storage for the next 300 years. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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A radioactive waste storage is lifted in a concrete-sealed warehouse in the Aube
region of eastern France managed by French radioactive waste management
agency Andra, in Soulaines-Dhuys, Friday, Oct. 29, 2021. The site holds low- to
mid-level radioactive waste from French nuclear plants as well as research and
medical facilities, and its concrete-sealed warehouses are designed to store the
waste for at least 300 years. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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A technician controls a truck with radioactive waste in the Aube region of
eastern France managed by French radioactive waste management agency Andra,
in Soulaines-Dhuys, Friday, Oct. 29, 2021. Deep in a French forest of oaks,
birches and pines, a steady stream of trucks carries a silent reminder of nuclear
energy's often invisible cost: canisters of radioactive waste, heading into storage
for the next 300 years. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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Radioactive waste storage is lifted from a truck in a concrete-sealed warehouse
in the Aube region of eastern France managed by French radioactive waste
management agency Andra, in Soulaines-Dhuys, Friday, Oct. 29, 2021. Deep in
a French forest of oaks, birches and pines, a steady stream of trucks carries a
silent reminder of nuclear energy's often invisible cost: canisters of radioactive
waste, heading into storage for the next 300 years. Credit: AP Photo/Francois
Mori
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Portraits of scientists Albert Einstein and Marie Curie decorate a concrete-sealed
warehouse for radioactive waste storage in Soulaines-Dhuys, eastern France,
Friday, Oct. 29, 2021. The site holds low- to mid-level radioactive waste from
French nuclear plants as well as research and medical facilities, and its concrete-
sealed warehouses are designed to store the waste for at least 300 years. Credit:
AP Photo/Francois Mori
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An electricity windmills stands next to an underground laboratory run by French
radioactive waste management agency Andra, in Bure, eastern France, Thursday,
Oct. 28, 2021. The laboratory, at around 500 meters below the surface, is
designed to prepare for a proposed long-term deep-earth nuclear waste
repository. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori
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Steam escapes at night from the nuclear plant of Nogent-sur-Seine, 110 kms (63
miles) south east of Paris, Sunday, Aug. 8, 2021. Nuclear power is a central
sticking point as negotiators plot out the world's future energy strategy at the
Glasgow climate talks. Critics decry its mammoth price tag, the accident risk and
deadly waste. But a growing pro-nuclear camp argues that it's safer on average
than nearly any other energy source. Credit: AP Photo/Francois Mori, File

The waste, meanwhile, isn't going away.

To make radioactive garbage dumps less worrying to local residents,
Andra organizes school visits; one site even hosts an escape game. Waste
storage researchers are readying for all kinds of potential future
threats—revolution, extreme weather, even the next Ice Age,
Guillemenet said.
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Whatever happens in Glasgow, "whether we decide to go on with the 
nuclear energy or not," she said, "we will need to find a solution for the
management of that nuclear waste" that humankind has already
produced. 

© 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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